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When designing 
your screens, 

remember the 
PARC principle.



Proximity

• 3 Regions on the screen
• Separated by 

padding/margins
• Top & Bottom use 

different backgrounds to 
group them



Alignment

• Centered



Repetition

• Colour (Pink/Purple)
• Font
• Style of Image



Contrast

• Background is “fuzzy” so 
that the game stands 
out.

• Purple and green 
backgrounds help the 
settings/score stand out.

• Board position, size and 
borders on it help it to 
stand out



Some Problems
Avoid Pixilation.

Don’t warp the pictures. Keep their dimensions.

Busy backgrounds are awful.

Unity is a very good thing.



Welcome 
to 
Connect 4

ENTER
Click to play.

Instructions

The board is empty at the 
start of the game. The aim 
for both players is to make 
a straight line of four own 
pieces; the line can be 
vertical, horizontal or 
diagonal. Before starting, 
players decide randomly 
which of them will be the 
beginner; moves are made 
alternatively, one by turn.

ENTER

Turn

All from one app.



Welcome 
to the 

Canada 
Trivia 
Game

ENTER

Welcome to 
the Canada 

Trivia Game

ENTER

Pixelated = 
Yuck

Distorted = 
Yuck



Tic Tac Toe Games
Only two people in the class can choose each game.

Not the person sitting next to you.

No shared code. 

Independence is important.



1.Misere Tic-Tac-Toe - first in a row LOSES
2.Notakto Tic-Tac-Toe - both players use X, first in a row 

LOSES
3.Numerical Tic-Tac-Toe - One player even#, one player 

odd#, player who gets a sum of 15 in a row wins
4.Wild Tic-Tac-Toe - Players choose X or O on each move. 

First to make a row wins
5.Wild Misere Tic-Tac-Toe - Players choose X or O on each 

move. First to make a row LOSES
6.Random Tic-Tac-Toe - Each turn flip a coin to see who 

goes



Notakto

Notakto: Tic-
Tac-Toe -
both players 
use X, first in 
a row LOSES



Number 
Tic Tac Toe

Numerical Tic-Tac-
Toe - One player 
even#, one player 
odd#, player who 
gets a sum of 15 in a 
row wins



7. 4X4 Tic-Tac-Toe - same game, bigger board
8. Switch Tic-Tac-Toe - On a turn, you can either place 

your piece or switch a piece to your colour
9. Remove Tic-Tac-Toe - On a turn, you can either place 

your piece or remove a piece
10.Quiz Tic-Tac-Toe - you have to answer a math question 

correctly to place your piece 
11.AI Tic-Tac-Toe – Computer plays against you
12.Gobblet Gobblers - 3 levels of pieces can be placed. 

Larger levels trumps smaller ones 



Hollywood Squares

Quiz Tic Tac Toe



Gobblet Gobblers


